
   

Let’s make word search puzzle 

Objective Kana reading and writing practice 

Level Elementary 

Class Size Minimum 2 people and above 

Material Required large size square grids of 5x5 (as example) 

Time Required Unknown 

Prerequisite After learning Kana 

 

Steps: 

1. Show your students how to play word search puzzle by using sample. 

Example of instruction:  

Read kana from up to down and left to right, and circle if a word is found.  

 Find out as many words as possible from the puzzle. 

             

2. Ask your students to make their own word search puzzle. 

 How to make: 

 1) Draw out the square grids of 5x5 (or 7x7) on your notebook. 

 2) Write words into the grid using kana. 

Put one kana in one grid, and write either from up to down or left to right. 

 3) Fill in the rest of the grids with one kana in one grid. 

 4) Prepare large size 5x5 square grids and copy the puzzle that you made.  

3. Exchange your large size puzzle with friends. Search words. 

4. Show the puzzle that you tried and read out the words that you found in it to share your 

findings with classmates. 

 

Advice: 

- You might want to decide on a theme of the words that you put in the puzzle. For example: 

food, things in classroom, words learned before certain chapters, etc. 

- Do not mix up katakana and hiragana words in one puzzle. 

- Your students can try making 7x7 square grids word search puzzle, if they like. 



   

- It is fine to apply diagonal sequence (from up-left to down-right) to place the word in the 

puzzle.  (It might take time to make and to figure out the puzzle though.) 

 

Reference:  

Marugoto: Japanese Language and Culture (Elementary 1 A2) Course book for 

communicative language competences ( p.86) 

 

 

 

 

Sample of Word Search Puzzle 

つ く え す そ 

が つ ん た な 

く こ ぴ き と 

せ て つ し け 

い ほ ん せ い 
 

 

 



   

5x5 Square Grid  

     

     

     

     

     
 


